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ABSTRACT 

In today’s world security in cloud computing technology is a developing area. For cloud computing technology services, it is a 
matter to discuss. Encryption of data is required before it is kept in reserve on the cloud. ECC algorithm is being used instead of 
known and popularized RSA for data encryption for providing security services. Because of its additional benefits with regards to 
less memory usage, smaller key size of encrypted data and lower central processing unit time. We had proposed framework to 
secure patients data. Main drawback of existing system is Patient had to carry reports in hard copy, so whatever prescriptions given 
by doctors will be encrypted and will be uploaded on cloud . If  any one wants to download specific patients report , they should 
have secret key , so only authentic user can access record.  
Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Rivest-Shamir Adleman. 
 
1.Introduction 

These days protecting not only the documents and the text files, but also pictures, audio files, video files and many 
more on hard disk are now moderately ending due to variation of cloud. To grasp all of the digital data the virtual 
repository is complete with the necessity for added repository. Here as stated by the needs of the user the data 
processing center, in the context, visualize the reference. Then the client can utilize it to reserve document and then 
display even as repository. Actually, the method might extent over different hosts. A web-based user interface is used 
for accessing cloud storage services. A single virtual cloud storage system is being build by cloud storage architectures. 
The following are the risks when data is stored on the cloud: 

1.The chance of  illegal entry to the data is increased when the allocated data is stored at the multiple places. 

2. Drastically increase in the count of people with access of memory. 

3. The amount of grid  gets expanded above that the statistics progress. Data reserved on cloud requires a WAN  
connection to link them both LAN or SAN. 

4.Possibility of distributing of storage and networks with more users to access the data. 

The majority of the systems utilizes a union of methods in order  to protect document, along with: 

1. Encrypted code means the procedure in which the data or the useful documents is translated into top secret cipher 
which protects the original detail of the document. 

2. Validation processes, is to prove that something is based on facts. 

3. Basically authorization, is a procedure in which the users are permitted or refused with access to different types of 
network plans based on their specification. We can also say that, as the owner of our house, we have entire rights to our 
properties resources and we can also permit other people the right to access it. 
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What is ECC? 

ECC is Elliptic Curve Cryptography. It follows the concept of asymmetric key cryptosystem which means in this we use 
public and private key concept same as we use in RSA and non ECC algorithms. The most important advantage of this 
is that it provides equal security with smaller key size for example if RSA uses 3072 bits, same security is being 
provided by ECC within 256 bits. It makes use of Elliptic curves. These are defined by some cubical functions. RSA 
and Diffie – Hellman are the most public-key encryption methods used as coexistence technology. Thus in this project, 
we have two structure - Doctors and Patient. Doctors can also open patients’ files as pdf and view them. Patients’ data 
can be downloaded from the portal as pdf and also the data can be shared with patients’ from the portal itself.  Doctors 
can send code to patients which can be used to open files. Once the code is sent it displays the code sent successfully. 
The patient receives file on mails where the key is attached with a file which can be used to open the encrypted file. 
 
 
2.Material and Methods 
 
2.1 Review of Literature 
  
In this paper, the purpose was to display the amount of time taken for generating signatures and also ECC has minor 
and not so much effective than RSA[4]. In this paper,  survey of ECC algorithm  in operation by inquiring into its 
consumption in SSH, TLS[5]. Provides a clear understanding between ECC and RSA based on the advantages and 
applications[6]. Provides study the safety related data of end customers in server [7].Provides how to secure data in 
cloud computing system [8]. 
Discussed about DNA computing which is used to improve the safety of ECC[9].ECC is fast and powerful cryptography 
system based on its performance and various applications[10].Designed system was not totally based on keys and in 
addition To same unencrypted text it resulted in separate fixed key[11]. From the review, we compared both ECC and 
RSA and hence we came to a conclusion that ECC provides very less expenses above RSA[12]. Symmetric algorithms 
are more quicker and secured than asymmetric algorithm [13]. Safety methods has reduced the ordinary method on the 
basis of space values and PSNR values. ECC is significant option for providing data safety[14-15]. Whatever useful 
information which is being uploaded on the cloud needs to be protected[16]. 
 
2.2  Key Geration of ECC 
 
It is Asymmetric (Public &Private)  key Cryptosystem. It is equal security as RSA.ECC makes use size of elliptic curve. 
ECC  is small size than RSA.Elliptic curves are defined by some mathematical function . 
 
y2 = x3 +ax+b 

 

Figure 1.ECC Algorithm 

It is very simple for example, if we calculate from A to B, then we cannot calculate from B to A, as it will be extremely 
difficult. So, this is what trapdoor function says that it is not difficult to calculate or determine in a single direction and 
thus it is extremely difficult to determine in finding its inverse. 
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Let Ep (a, b) be the elliptic curve 
Comsider the equation  
Q =Kp 
Kp ---> Q  (Q is point on curve) 
Q,P --->  K (Discrete log limit m problem for Elliptic curve) 
 
Key Exchange 
Let see ECC key exchange between two parties i.e. sender and the receiver. 
We have two global public Elements, G and Eq (a, b) 
Eq  ( a, b)  : This is the elliptic curve along with variables a , b and q, where  a , b are the constants and q can either be 
prime number or an integer of the form 2m . 
G :  This is the point which lies on the curve. 
 
Key Genration 
Now we will do key generation of user A: 
Firstly we select private key of nA ,  
Where ,value of  (nA< n) 
Then we need to calculate public key PA, 
Where, PA =nA * G 
Here, nA  is the private key and G is the generator point. 
Similarly, we do key generation of user B: 
Firstly, we assume private key of  nB  , 
Where, value of  (nB< n) 
Afterwards, we need to generate public key of PB , 
Where , PB = nB * G 
Now we will do key exchange simply, 
So, user A needs to calculate a secret key. 
Let us say ,  K= nA * PB 
Similarly, user B needs to calculate a secret key. 
Let us say, K= nB * PA 
Thus, the values of both K will be same and hence the key exchange procedure is successfully executed. 

 

ECC Encryption 
Suppose,  the message be M. 
Firstly we encode M the message into a coordinate  format which lies over an elliptic curve. 
And let the point be named as Pm. 
Hence we can say that the point is encrypted successfully. 
For simply encryption we are going to choose any positive numeric called K. 
And the coded message generated be as, 
C m  =  KG  - Pm  + KPB 
Here, for encryption, public key of B is used and thus, this generated point will be sent to the receiver. 
 
ECC Decryption 
Now for decryption,  
Simply, it multiplies 1st point in the pair with receivers secret  key as, 
KG   *  PnB   
Where private key of B is used for decryption. 
And after decrypting it, we will subtract it from 2nd point in the pair as, 
Pm +KPB - (KG  *  nB) 
But we also know from previous equation that,  
PB = nB * G 
So, Pm + KPB - KPB 
Simply we get the original point as Pm. Thus, receiver gets the same point. 
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3.Methodology 
Our research mainly focuses on securing patient data and reduces doctors time in writing presriptions. 

 

 

Figure 2.Proposed Methodology 

 
The proposed system of implementing ECC to improve security in cloud storage determines that multiple patients 
needs to enter the key received with file on mail and hence the downloaded file can be viewed by the patients. 
 

 
Figure 3.Processing of  Application 

The process shows that the sender or we can say doctors send the useful information on mail where a secret key is 
attached with file which can be used to open the file.On the receiver’s end, once the key is entered file can be viewed. 

 

4.Аssumрtiоns 
The key size is calculated in  bits is then converted  into bytes. 
Here, 8 Bit =  1 Byte 
For enсryрted code size we need :  
[ [ size of the key / 8 ] – 11 ]  
For deсryрted code size we need : 
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[ size of the key / 8 ]  
Following are the size of the key along with the similar safety measures for Elliрtiс сurve Сryрtоgrарhy and Rivest, 
Shаmir, Аdlemаn : 
 

Table No.1 [9] 
 

Elliptic curve Cryptography Rivest, Shamir, Adleman 

160 bits 1024 bits 

224 bits 2048 bits 

256 bits 3072 bits 

384 bits 7680 bits 

512 bits 15360 bits 

 
Соnstаnt: In соmраrisоn to   execution and property оf the RSА аnd EСС encryption algorithms, the раrаmeters used  
here аre as follows:  

1. Generаtiоn of key time  
2. Enсryрted of key time  
3. Deсryрted of key  time  

 
 
5.Result and Discussion 
 

 
 

Figure 4.Home Page 

The following is a health care portal this first result displays the signup page for doctors where they can sign up and 
register themselves. Once the doctor clicks on the sign-up, the registration form pops up where a doctor can fill in 
his/her personal details. Once registration is done doctor can use his/ her login credentials and login to the website. 
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Figure 5.Details 

On the home page, it displays two buttons, shows patients and add patients. When show patients are clicked it displays 
the patients which the doctor has consulted to date. If add patients are clicked it opens up with patient register form 
where every required detail for consultation of patient is filled by a doctor. Doctors can also open patients’ files as pdf 
and view them. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.Patient Data 

PDF can be opened by choosing the pdf file and then it can be viewed.Patients’ data can be downloaded from the portal 
as pdf and also the data can be shared with patients’ from the portal itself. Once the file is completely downloaded it 
displays the file downloaded successfully. 
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Figure 7.Patient Data 

 
Doctors can send code to patients which can be used to open files. Once the code is sent it displays the code sent 
successfully. The patient receives file on mails where the key is attached with a file which can be used to open the 
encrypted file. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.Decrypted Data1 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9.Decrypted Data2 
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The Patient receives file on mails where the key is attached with a file which can be used to open the encrypted file. 
Before downloading patient needs to enter the key received with a file in the mail. Once the key is entered a file can be 
downloaded. Once file is downloaded it can be viewed here. 

 
7.Сonclusion 
 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography is a easy and faster way to  get secure communication. Elliptic Curve Cryptography is 
much faster than RSA algorithm. ECC provides greater security than RSA. ECC future is much brighter than today's 
technology. The ECC has smaller key sizes and has lesser complexness as today's technology. The most important 
advantage of ECC is that it provides equal security with smaller key size. However, in the upcoming years cryptography 
will be figured on the basis of ECC because of the fact that RSA is probably impractical and unprofitable in the course 
of time. 
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